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FEDS INTERVIEW CORPORATE EMPLOYEES
YOUR COUNSEL’S CONSENT?

Your company is under federal investigation. You have hired the best white-collar defense firm in town, and
they have met with the prosecutors. Now, you hear from a regional manager that Federal Bureau of
Investigation (“FBI”) agents are out interviewing your employees. Hey, can they do that? Could an assistant
U.S. attorney (“AUSA”) interview your employees without your counsel’s consent? Does it make any difference
if the AUSA directs the FBI to do it? Under current law, such interviewing is not permitted, but proposed legislation could change that situation. Stay tuned.

By John K. Villa
Author of Corporate Counsel Guidelines,
published by ACCA and West Group
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very lawyer is, or should be,
familiar with the ethical prohibition against communicating with
a person represented by counsel
without the consent of the person’s lawyer. Known as the “anticontact”
or “no-contact” rule, this prohibition is
set forth in Rule 4.2 of the Model Rules
of Professional Conduct, which provides as follows:
In representing a client, a lawyer
shall not communicate about the
subject of the representation with a
person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent
of the other lawyer or is authorized
by law to do so.1
As the ABA has interpreted 4.2, it
has a threefold purpose—namely, to
prevent overreaching by adverse counsel, to protect the lawyer-client relationship from interference by adverse
counsel, and to “reduce the likelihood
that clients will disclose privileged or
other information that might harm their

interests.”2 These principles apply
equally to corporate clients, as well as
individuals, and it is well settled that
corporate officers cannot be interviewed without the consent of corporate counsel.3 This prohibition,
however, runs afoul of the federal prosecutors’ favorite tactic of isolating and
interviewing corporate employees during investigations of alleged corporate
criminal conduct. Over the past decade,
these two principles have collided several times, and the ultimate resolution
of the matter remains unresolved.
For example, some courts have taken
the side of government prosecutors
and, in support of their position, have
cited a variety of rationales primarily
premised on the view that ex parte contact with corporate employees by law
enforcement agents is presumptively
valid—that is, constitutes legally authorized activities—and is necessary to
ensure an effective investigation of the
allegedly criminal enterprise.4 Other
courts, on the other hand, have refused

to accept an interpretation of the rule
that categorically
insulates such contact from the
protections of
the rule on the
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exploring potential loopholes in Model Rule 4.2 and
particularly the question of whether
such contacts by government agents
were “authorized by law.”6 There is little
teaching on the meaning of that provision. Clearly, “a constitutional provision, statute, or court rule having the
force and effect of law, that expressly
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allows a particular communication to
occur in the absence of counsel,” satisfies the “authorized by law” exception.7
But in the absence of these types of
enactments or rulings, when, exactly, is
a communication with a represented
employee by a government investigator
“authorized by law” so as to fall within
the exception to the no-contact provision of Rule 4.2?
Before the enactment of the McDade
Amendment8 in 1998, DOJ took the
position that the ethical prohibitions of
DR7-104(A)(1) of the Model Code of
Professional Responsibility, the predecessor to Model Rule 4.2, did not apply
to federal prosecutors engaged in
authorized law enforcement activity.9
This position was memorialized in the
so-called Thornburgh Memorandum,
which Attorney General Richard
Thornburgh issued in 1989.10 Although
several courts concurred with this position in decisions both before11 and
after12 its official pronouncement in the
Thornburgh Memorandum,13 other
courts refused to recognize that all
criminal investigative activities of
federal prosecutors or their agents
before the institution of formal criminal proceedings fell within the
“authorized by law” exception.14
In a classic case of bootstrapping,
DOJ undertook to provide authorization “by law” for its own conduct by
issuing regulations that not only purported to authorize federal prosecutors to engage in noncustodial,
preindictment communications with
employees of a corporation under
investigation, but also declared that
the regulations amounted to “law”
within the meaning of the “authorized by law” exception to Rule 4.2.15
In 1998, Congress effectively invalidated DOJ’s regulations through its
enactment of the Citizens Protection
Act, or McDade Amendment,16 which

subjects federal prosecutors to state
ethics rules. Thus, in criminal investigations and prosecutions, “attorneys for the
government shall conform their conduct
and activities to the state rules and laws,
and federal local court rules, governing
attorneys in each State where such attorney engages in that attorney’s duties.”17
So what is the current understanding
of “authorized by law” when applied to
federal criminal investigations? As stated
in one of the comments to the rule, a
communication “authorized by law”
includes “constitutionally permissible
investigative activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly
or through investigative agents,” before
criminal or civil enforcement proceedings have been commenced, “when
there is applicable judicial precedent
that either has found the activity permissible under this Rule or has found
this Rule inapplicable.”18 Thus, where a
body of decisional law exists that permits prearrest or preindictment con-

tacts with represented persons, based
on the conclusion “that the public
interest in investigating crime may outweigh the interests served by the Rule
in the criminal context,”19 such decisional authority falls within the meaning of the phrase “authorized by law.”20
As a general rule, therefore, federal
prosecutors are “authorized by law”
when they “employ legitimate investigative techniques in conducting or supervising criminal investigations.”21
Although the use of informants in gathering evidence is ordinarily regarded as
a legitimate investigative tactic,22 ex
parte contact by government lawyers or
agents with managerial employees23 of
an unindicted corporate target of a
criminal investigation is probably not a
legitimate, ethical tactic.24
One important question is whether a
federal prosecutor who would be prohibited by Model Rule 4.2 from contacting a managerial employee of a
target corporation could send out non-
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lawyer FBI agents or other investigators
to perform the same task. Well, the
ABA’s answer to this question is clearly
no, as indicated in Part XI of ABA
Opinion 95-396, which holds that, “if
the lawyer has direct supervisory
authority over the investigator, then in
the context of contacts with represented
persons, the lawyer would be ethically
responsible for such contacts made by
the investigator if she had not made
reasonable efforts to prevent them
(Rule 5.3(b)); if she [had] instructed
the investigator to make them (Rule
5.3(c)(1); or if, specifically knowing
that the investigator [had] planned to
make such contacts[, she had] failed to
instruct the investigator not to do so
(Rule 5.3(c)(2)).”
That being said, the law may very
well change in the near future depending upon the action of Congress. In
view of the horrific events of
September 11, 2001, legislation is
pending before Congress that seeks to
nullify the McDade Amendment and
authorize federal prosecutors to direct
certain undercover investigative activi-
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ties notwithstanding state ethics rules
to the contrary.25 A
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